The Rotating Heat-Pipe Oven; A Universal Device for the
Containment of Atomic and Molecular Vapors
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A new type of heat-pipe oven has been developed that uses centrifugal force as a return mechanism for
the condensed vapors in contrast to apilhry return forces for the conventional heat-pipe oven. Since this
new oven is no longer limited to materiais that wet wicks, it can be used to contain any material that does
not react with the walls of the containmg vessel. We describe the operation of this oven with sodium and
In1 even when the In1 is solid. Spectroscopic and laser applications of the “rotating” heat-pipe oven are
discussed.

The heat-pipe oven is a unique spectroscopic furnace that
was developed by Vidal qnd Cooper.’ This oven produces
atomic and molecular vapors of well-defined temperature,
pressure, and optical pathlength, and it is able to contain
v;tpors that react with the windows of conventional cells.
The term ‘(heat pipe” generally refers to a class of devices
which utilize the evaporation and condensation of a working
fluid to t r a n s k large amounts of heat2 under nearly isothermal conditions. T~picallythe heat pipe is in the form of
a long cylinder in which the working fluid is returned from
the region of condensation by the capillary action of a wick.
The essential modification in order to adapt the heat pipe to
spectroscopy was the addition of a buffer gds to the tube; the
modified version is c a l l ~ da “heat-pipe oven.”
The heat-pipe 3 - x ~
h-s t>;)ical!y been uszd to study t!ie
spectrd’a3-‘ 01 dikd:i bdpors. i n Lhc alkali ovens a long
stainkss steel tube was fitted with a double layer of fine
stainless steel mesh that is in contact with thr i.d. of the
tube. Each end was capped off with a window and connected
through side ports to a gas handling system. The alkali is
placed in the middle of the tube, the tube is ewacuated and
refilled with an inert buffer gas at a few Torr (1 Torr= 133
N/m2), and heat is applied to a short region about the
middle. As the nietal evaporates from the heated region it
condenses in the slightly coder adjacent regions. If enough
heat is applied, the pressure of the alkali vapor becomes
equal to that of the bulTer gas with the result that the
evaporation and condensation of the metai creates an
almost isothermal zone. The length of the zone is proportional to the power input. The resultmt mass motion of
the alkali vapor from the middle pumps the buffer gas into
the ends of the pipe creating ii situation which is characterized by :
1. an almost isothermal, isobaric rcgion of pure alkali
vapor centered around the middle of the pipe;
2 . a rcl,ttivcly short transition zone of nii\eti composition
and sharp tcnipcrature f:tllot‘f a t the interface of the buffer
. 1 1 1 ( 1 thc a i l l , L i l i \ < t { ) o r ,
3 . :t plufi oi purc InilTer g.is a t e‘i~hend rh‘tt is at the same

pressure as thc metal vapor and which protects the end
windows from rhenlicai attac k.
The advantages of the hc,it-pipe !)veri are the e:tse and
accuracy with which the pressure, temperature and optical
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pathlength of the vapor can be controlled and the isolation
of the windows from the contaminating effects of the vapor.
Up to now there have been two variations of the original
design :

1. The oven has been adapted for use in vacuum uv
spectroscopy by the replacement of the conventional windows with windows made of thin metallic or plastic f i l n ~ s . ~
2. A double concentric heat-pipe oven has been designed
which permits operation with a variable mixture of vap01-s.~
The conventional heat-pipe ovens described above are
limited to materials that wet wicks. Even for certain
inorganic salts for which a wick could be found, the very low
thermal conductivity caused a large temperature gradient
across the wick creating a large pressure gradient that W I S
suflicient to blow the liquid salt out oi the wick6
To eliminate the need for a wick we have devised the
rotating heat-pipe oven,” a device that can be used with
any material that does not react with the walls of the pipe.
The return mechanism for the condensed vapor is provided
by centrifugal force.’,*
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the stainless stec!
rotating heat-pipe oven that has been constructed :or
spectrographic studies of materials that have sufficient vapor
pressure a t temperatures less than 1100°C. This heat pipe
has a double conical taper with the bases of the cones meeting a t the evaporator region in the middle of the pipe. LVhen
the pipe rotates a t a suificient speed, the sample is thrown
against the inner \vvali of the tube and a component of force is
generated toward the evaporator region. In our version the
angle of the taper was 2 O and the average internul diameter
2 cm; the return acceleration oi the working fluid at 2000
rpm was approximately 2g. l{!; increasing the dinnwier, angle
of the taper, or the angula;. speed one could end!- increase
the return force by an order of magnitude or more. Such
higher forces \vould be useful for dealing with rnnierials
which are verj. viscous a t the desired operating tcliipcraturr.
I3ec;tusc of the rotntion, a special high-v:iciir~m rotx:inq
seal and water cooling collars hac1 to be used. ‘L‘lie rotating
vacuum seal W;LS ;I spring-loaded seal that is cornmcrciaily
a ~ a i l a b l cOn
. ~ the atniospheric prcssure side of this SC;II vias :L
small reservoir fillcti with ;L Iuhricnting oil h:tvi!ig very !ow
vapor prcssurc. ’I‘he cooling collars were ndtlcd t o enh:mce
the teniperature falloff in the transition zones :in({ to pot?(:[
((
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FIG.1. Schematic diagram of the rotating heat-pipe oven.
r..e ball bearikgs and the seal from excessive heat. The water
chamber was sealed to the rotating pipe by means of two
ordinary leather ,oil seals impregnated with silicone grease.
The length between collars was about 30 cm; this was the
maximum attainablelength of the central hot zone of pure
vapor.
The oven was. intended mainly for use in spectroscopic
studies of the visible and uv absorption in various salts.
Ilowever, as a preliminary test, liquid sodium, a substance
with weli-known vapor pressure and low viscosity, was used
as the working fluid. Conventional stainless steel heat-pipe
ovens with stainless steel wicks are known to work well with
sodium, and it was desired to compare the operation of the
new pipe with the capillary-return version. In addition to the
lack of a wick the new pipe"differedfrom the older versions in
that, for mechanical strength, the wall thickness was about
0.25 cm greater than the 0.15 cm for conventional heat pipes
and therefore had greater heat conductivity.
A rotational speed of only 600 rpm (ig) was sufficient to
provide adequate return for the sodium a t all operating
pathlengrhs up to the maximum length of the tapered
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FIG.2. Al,sorption spectra of I d . 'rile thin cmission Lines are thorium
reference spectra. 'llie ;trxon I,uilcr gas pressure is (a) 14 Torr; (I)) 11
Torr; (c) 6 Torr; ((I) 3. 'rorr; ( e ) 1 Torr. T w o tliflerenL exposures times
are sliown at c:rc.ii Idler gas pressure.
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section. Although an infrared sensor used to measure the
temperature gave poor absolute temperature values because
of variations in the emissivity of the stainless steel, we could
still detect a long, nearly isothermal region bounded by
relatively sharp temperature gradients. Even though these
transition z o n a were prohahly not as short a? -;&h the
thinner conventional pipe, it would still be possible to use the
differential length method to make an accurate measure of
the optical depth of the vapor. Thus sodium in the rotating
heat pipe can be operated in the same manner as in a
conventional heat-pipe oven.
In1 was heated in the rotating heat pipe with argon as a
buffer gas. A high pressure xenon arc was placed a t one end
of the rotating heat-pipe oven and the molecular absorption
spectrum of the A 3110-X1Zf electronic transitions of In1
was photographed on a 10 m air Eagle spectrograph. Figure 2
shows a portion of these spectra recorded a t five different
buffer gas pressures along with the emission lines of the
thorium reference spectra. At 14 Torr [Fig. 2(a)] there was
almost total absorption. As the Ar pressure was lowered, the
absorption spectra became weaker. At about 3 Torr [Fig.
2(d)] the In1 was no longer molten and looked like a powder.
Reducing the- buffer gas pressure to 1 Torr produced no
significant change in the appearance of the absorption
spectra, indicating a departure from true heat pipe action. It
is possible that the low thermal conductivity of the solid
created temperature gradients and, therefore, a nonhomogeneous vapor distribution. The centrifugal action of the pipe
still contained the solid material and the buffer gas prevented
contamination of the windows. I t is thereiore possible to use
the rotating heat pipc to contain and study vapors of many
materials that sublime.
Several modifications to the rotating oven can be made:
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(a) A vacuum seal can be added to each end and thin
film windows mounted for work in the vacuum ultraviolet.
(b) A double concentric design5 can be made for containment of mixed vapors and for plasma and laser studies.
(c) A molded ceramic tube can be used for high temperatures and high resistance to chemical attack.
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?he rotating seal was obtained from a supplier of hydraulic
seals for special applications and was made from
graphite-impregnated FTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene, a
commonly used, high-temperature, low vapor pressure
plastic). Subsequent experience with neoprene seals and with
magnetically trapped fluid seals has shown these types also
satisfactory.

